[Electrobiology problems in the works of L. L. Vasil'ev and research on them at the mitochondrial level].
Principle ideas of L. L. Vasil'ev [correction of Vassiliev] theory are discussed: binary nature of inhibition, triphasic development of parabiosis and organic electroexchange under the action of aeroions. The results bear on the role of mitochondria energy reactions in the above physiological phenomena. When studying acetylcholine and adrenaline effects on the oxidation of alpha-ketoglutaric and succinic acids, two types of inhibition of isolated mitochondria and three phases of their activity control in the organism were revealed. The action of negative hydroaeroions on mitochondrial responses is described in vivo and in vitro. Changes in mitochondrial responses due to the negative hydroaeroions effect are related to the changes in their structural organisation, as well as to the tissue reactivity.